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City council tables new liquor license
By ROBERT SANCHEZ
Staff writer

the city's Alcohol Advisory Board.

The Charleston City Council, minus
Commissioner Bruce Scism, unanimously
agreed Tuesday to table an ordinance that
would have created the city's seventh
liquor license, a new Class G permit.
Members of the council said that a vote
on the new classification should be taken
when Scism is present. Others expressed a
desire to have the ordinance reviewed by

Mayor Wayne Lanman said Scism could
not attend Tuesday's meeting because
Scism 's son was hospitalized.
City Attorney Brian Bower said that the
b<:lard bas had trouble meeting and may not

get together until its members' terms expire
on May 1.
Mike Bickers, speaking om behalf of
Joker's, 1412 Fourth St, reacted angrily to
the council's decision to delay action.
"I'm tired of the runaronnil " Rickers

said. "This is a cop-out ... The only thing
that I ask from the council is to be treated
as equal citizens.
"We are one of the largest taxpayers in
Coles County, and we've not been treated
fairly. You 're going to treat somebody fair1y and be str aight o r unfairly and be
crooked."
The ordinance would create a Class G
liquor license authorizing the retail sale of
alcoholic liquor as long as the liquor is
consumed on the premises where it is pur-

chased. The license would not pennit the
sale of packaged alcohol.
The ordinance comes after Bickers'
wife, Donna, requested a new class of
license for Joker's after she failed in her
attempt to reclassify the tavern's current
Class C liquor license. She wanted the
Class C License, which allows for the retail
sale of beer and wine for consumption on
the premises where sold, to be changed 10 a

• Continued on page 2

Board baits out
concert committee
By SHERRY SIDWELL
Sluclent government editor
Budget cuts continued Tuesday
the Apportionment Board axed
$10,190 from student organization

E

budget requests for the 1993-94
school year.
The AB went into Tuesday's
meeting still needing to cut almost
$31,000, more than was originally
mticipated. Part of these additional
requests were attributed to an
miplanned $3,753.46 bail-out of the
University Board Concert Comm-

ittee.
Ron Carmona, AB chairman,
said Monday that the Concert
Committee is required to maintain a
reserve of at least $30,000 at aJJ
limes as a precautionary measure
for emergencies. After the failures
of the committee's past two concerts cost the committee approximately $45,000, this reserve
dropped below its required amount.
Although the AB does not normally allocate student fees to the
Concert Committee, Cannooa said

the board is still required to provide
any additional funds needed to
maintain the committee's reserve.
Carmona said these additional
funds will come from the AB's
1993-94 budget
The AB allocates snident fees to
recognized student organizations.
The AB receives its funds from an
$18.85 per student per semester fee.
As a part of the continuing budget deliberations and cuts, the AB
sliced nearly one-fifth from the UB
Movie Committee's $14,700 budget request. AB members said lhey
felt low attendance at movie events
this past year failed to justify the
amount of money requested.
"I think video is becoming
prevalent on this campus with the
video lounge and people having
their own VCR's, and I just don't
see a lot of people going to the
movies anymore," AB Vice
Chairman Mike Daniels said.

The Movie Committee's budget
was cut to $9,025. The AB also cut
the UB Special Events Committee's
budget.from $17,590 to $13,125.

,

EAN ESKRA/Staff photographer

Cleaning up
Jerry Leonard cleans off his cement truck after capping a basement pouring cement into the basement of a
new house) at Fourth and Polk Tuesday afternoon.

Five new members join Faculty Senate after elections
By JOHN FERAK
Campus editor
~ council

Five new members were named

to the Faculty Senate and the

Council of Faculties

results of other faculty elections

Keith Andrew

for differenl positions were
announced at Tuesday's meeting.
The five senate members elected out of the l 0 candidates and the
amount of votes they received are
as follows: Gail Mason of the
speech communication department, 163; Ron Gholson of the
secondary education department ,
98: John Allison of the English
department, 98; John Craft of the
physical education department,
165; and John Miller of the music
depanment, L11.
The only incumbent to lose was
Marietta Deming of the health
SIUdies department who tallied 73
votes.
Richard Wandling, co-chairman
of the textbook rental committee,
gave a report to the senate about
what issues would be discussed at
Tuesday evening's rental forum.
"It's obvious that the committee
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is not calling for recommendation
of eliminating the rental service,"
Wandling said.
Gary Aylesworth. another member of the textbook committee,
said, "I don't think the controversy over textbook rental will ever
go away as long as we have it.
" It's natural to associate the
rental system with the idea that
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students don't read books. My
impression is that students aren't
interested in reading."
"Which is why we don't have
boo.ks stolen," Marlow added.
Aylesworth said forcing srudents to buy books isn't going to
solve the problem.
"In conjunction with another
comment made by a student sen-
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ate member, any money we take
from the pockets of students is
beer money," Marlow added.
John Miller, who also serves on
the textbook advisory committee,

said he is confident that a recommendation will come out of the
meetings that will benefit the current system.
In other business, Linda Leal,

election chair who has served it
the past three years, said last
week's faculty elections received
at least 60 percent of those eligible
10 vote.
Leal recommended to !Faculty
Senate to consider the possibility
of voting by mail for the faculty
elections should be closely looked
into.
AJso, Lewis Coon, a professor
in the mathematics department,
addressed the senate concerning
his disproval of the University
Professionals of Illinois's sick
leave policy. Coon said that under
the current UPI contract, faculty
members are allowed 1.75 payed
sick days per month.
Coon told the senate that UPI
has only been paying for 1.5 sick
leave days per month, but he was
unsure how long this practice had
been taking place.
In addition, senate member Bill
Addison mentioned that Wednesday was the deadline to submit
any testimony for the Area of

., Continued on page 2
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Defense secretary hospitalized
WASHINGTON (AP) - Defense Secretary Les
Aspin was hospitalized Tuesday with a chest infection
and will have a pacemaker implanted to treat his heart
condition, the Pentagon said.
Aspin was admined to Georgetown University
Medical Center after complaining of a cough for two
days, a Pentagon statement said.
"Examination suggested he apparently suffers from
a recurrence of a bronchial condition," it said.
Since Aspin was to be hospitalized for the infection,
it was decided to use the opportunity to implant a pace-

maker for his heart condition, the Pentagon said.
Doctors had recommended a pacemaker to regulate
Aspin 's heartbeat after a hospital stay last month.
A spokeswoman for Aspin, Lynn Ready, said the
defense secretary's condition did not appear life-threatening. She said Aspin had been "feeling good" except
for his cough.
The Pentagon said Aspin could have the pacemaker
implanted as early as Wednesday, but Ready said timing was uncertain because of the infection, which could
delay the procedure.

FROM PAGE ONE
City

Super Music Night
Happy
S't. Pa'trlck's
Day Specials
Michael Shea's
20 oz. St. Pat's Drafts $ i '°
32 oz. St. Pat's Drafts $2'°
St. Pat's Pitchers $2'°
Green Margaritas $275

Lunch:

Ham

~ Cheese

Sandwich

Dinner: Italian Beef w I Mozzarella
Soup of the O.y: Cream of Broccoli

Pool $1 25

•Continued from page 1
Class A license. The Class A
li cense would have permitted
Joker's to sell liquor for consumption on or off the premises.
Commissioners voted unanimously to deny Donna Bickers'
request during their March 2
meeting. Opposition came from
those against Joker's selling packaged alcohol so close to Eastern 's
campus. Mike Bickers said earlier
that his intentions did not include
the sale of packaged alcohol.
In other business at Tuesday's
meeting:
• The council approved Lanman 's appointments to a nine-

member advisory committee to
investigate the need for a c ity
administrator or planner. The
appointments are Mark Carlye,
business owner; Joe Baptist, president of the Bank of Charleston;
Eli Sidwell, chairman of the Coles
County Board and owner of Eli
Sidwell and Associates Realty;
Stephen Falk, Eastem's vice president for institutional development;
Sarah Jane Preston, president of
Boatman's Bank; Ralph Foley,
owner of the campus and Lincoln
Avenue McDonald's restaurants;
Debbie Esarey, co-owner of MarCbris gift shop; Greg Truninger,
executive director of the Charles-

ton Chamber of Commerce; and
Sharon Brinkmeyer, principal of
Charleston Junior High School.
• The council discussed a finalized version of the Illinois Route
16 Corridor Development District
ordinance and voted to have the it
placed on file for public inspection.
The ordinance would prohibit
semi-trucks that displaying advertising or company logos from
parking in places where they
could be seen from Route 16. The
ordinance would also eliminate
the petitioning requirement for
business developers who want
zoning changes.

Faculty
., Continued from page 1
Academic Restructuring Commi-ttee, the group
responsible for the consolidation of Eastern 's sixcollege system, which is expected to trim $300,000
from the current budget.
In other business. Miller gave a report to the senate concerning the Council on University Planning
and Budget's Strategic Plan. The plan bas been drafted to envision the direction that Eastern wants to
take for the year 2000.
Eastern President David Joms spoke to the senate
about the Strategic Plan. He said it was "still an

9

ongoing process" and that no timetable had been set
up as to when suggestions had to be submitted by.
Jorns said he would like to have a plan written by
about 1997 and at that time let the university
respond.
"You need to want to aspire," Jorns said. "We
don't want to worry about how much funding
(Eastern) will get from the Illinois Board of Higher
Education.
"Should we consider o ur university state and
regional or national. Do we want to stay the same?
We have a mission statement, but we have to decide
what the university will make of itself...
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CHICAGO (AP) - A fast-moving fire
ripped through a residence hotel early
Tuesday, killing 15 people, including three
who jumped to their deaths fleeing flames
nl smoke.
Twenty people, including one firefighter,
were taken to hospitals.
Some of the roughly 130 residents regis~ at the four-story Paxton Hotel had not
Ileen accounted for by mid-afternoon.
Firefighters using heavy equipment to
tear the building down discovered the fifteenth victim late Tuesday. A construction
crane scooped the body from the partially
demolished building, depositing it on the
pavement where fire officials took it to the

medical examiners office.
The building's demolition was ordered
after the collapsing structure became too
dangerous to send searchers inside. Rubble
was dumped on the street, where investigators shoveled through it.
When firefighters arrived at the four-story
hotel, dozens of panicked residents were

gathered at windows or dangled from them
as wind-whipped flames rose 15 feet above
the roof and blazed out other windows.
Victims lay on the ground, some shouting
in pain, while firefighters concentrated on
rescuing people rather than fighting the
blaze.
'The smoke was so intense, I couldn't see
the flames, and it was driving people out the
windows," said resident Minnie Byrd. 45,
who was reading in her third-floor room
when she smelled smoke. "I thought I had to
jump too. I was praying real hard. I got one
leg out the side and a fireman said, 'Wait!
Wait!' and got the ladder to me."
Robert Crowder, 61, complained bars on

the windows of his first-floor apartment prevented him from escaping.
'There was no way to get out." Crowder
said. "So I had to yell until I could attract
the attention of firemen. They came up with
a saw to saw through the bars. By this time,
flames were coming through the door, and
smoke was curling under the door."
Some residents tied sheets together and
climbed out upper floors. Others jumped.
Authorities found ten bodies inside the
building earlier Tuesday.
Two people died soon after they jumped
from windows; a third who jumped died
later in a hospital from pelvic and skull
injuries.

Textbook Rental Committee

on way to writing proposals
By DAWN TESSENDORF
Staff writer

'

l\t:VIN llUL"Ut't·tH/Assoc. photo editor

Spring cleaning
Joanne Jonacki, a senior speech commu11ica1ion major cleans up her
111ite in Stevenson tower Tuesday afternoon.

The Textbook Rental Review
Commiuee reviewed suggestions
concerning the textbook rental system at its regular meeting Tuesday.
"The proposals are not actual
proposals until someone (on the
committee) recommends them and
the committee votes on them." said
committee co-chair Richard
Wandling. "I think as it stands right
now, we have some substantial proposals."
After reading through the proposals, the committee members
proceeded to make formal recommendations concerning the wording
of the proposals starting with the
multisection proposal.
"From what I know. Textbook
Rental System director (Daniel)
Klingenburg is taking action to
accommodate multisection departments," said Gary Aylesworth. faculty committee member. "We don 'c
want to leave it up to the personality of the director on this subject."
Wandling said "Students' needs
are not being met if professors
don't like the book they are using...
Faculty Senate, Student Senate
and other respective groups will be
given a chance to evaluate the proposals before the recommendation
goes before President Jorns,

''
''

I think as it stands right now, we have some
substantial proposals.

Wandling said
Aylesworth said he was concerned with how the committee
would deal with revision questions
from these groups, especially if
they don't agree on the language.
Wandling said upon approval
from Faculty Senate and Student
Senate, the review committee will
delegate itself as the authority to
change items concerning proposals
for the textbook rental system.
The committee proposal requested keeping the rental system,
although the option of the purchase
of textbooks should be made attractive to students. This can be done
through the use of a pro-rated system.
A pro-rated system would allow
a percentage of money from the
cost of textbook to be taken off a
book purchased by a student. The
book would have to have been used
over a number of semesters to be

RJchard Wandllng
Committee co-chair

part of the plan.
Wandling described the reason
for pro-rating is due to "depreciation of the cost of textbooks."
The committee agreed on the
wording of the proposal for a
"new" or expanded bookstore.
"1 only have one problem with
the university creating a new facility. and that is the creation of the
student paying more money,"
Smith said.
Other proposals reviewed were
to implement the purchase of separate books for multisectional courses and increase the $50 limit that
faculty can spend on purchasing
books.
Wandling said the committee
agreed on the language of the proposals and will be meeting March
30 to work on "air-tight language
and an introduction to the proposals
and to pull it all together."

New mission statement on its way to approval
By DAVE HOSICK
Slaff writer
After weeks of consideration, the drafting committee
reviewing the university mission statement has approved a
draft to represent Eastern.
The new statement is haJf the size of the original, less
den.<ie and the language is easy to understand, said Jon Laible,
member of the drafting committee.
The revised mission statement reads as follows:
"Eastern Illinois University offers superior, yet accessible
llldergraduate and graduate education. Students learn methOlb and outcomes of free inquiry in the arts. sciences, humanlies and professions, guided by a faculty. The university community strives to create an educational and cultural environ-
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ment which students refine their abilities to reason and to
communicate clearly, so as to become responsible citizens in
a diverse world."
The final step is to have the President's Council approve it.
President David Joms will distribute the revised statement to
various committees across campus, which should take a couple of weeks.
"It will be sent off to the Board of Governors if there's no
major objectors," Joms told members of Faculty Senate meeting Tuesday. 'This is very important. Since I've been here.
we have to decide what the university will make of itself."
The Council on University Planning and Budget is responsible for drafting the mission statement. Its goal is to set the
course that Eastern wants to follow for the target year 2000
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and beyond.
'Things went very smoothly," Laible said. 'The committee
did a very good job taking suggestions for changing the old
statement."
The councJI members had been soliciting feedback from
students and faculty since mid-February to aid in the drafting
of a revised statement. The committee received more than
140 suggestions relating to the statement.
"(The committee) was very pleased with the amount of
feedback that we received," Laible said. "It was nice to see
that people cared enough to give their opinions."
The drafting committee, which was appointed by Joms.
had been reviewing the previous mission statement since the
middle of February.
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Student Senate

should up the
stakes in April
Eastern's Student Senate is selling itself short,
and they have the election plans to prove it.
Members have proposed a jam-packed election schedule after the break, making candidate
registration and election campaigning a less
than-three-week affair. It is this make up that
leaves students on the outside looking in during the election.
The senate has been active to say the least,
covering issues like reallocation, new student
fees, textbook rental and college consolidation.
They have heard addresses from three of the
four vice presidents and
0
President David Joms.
The stakes have definitely been escalated for the senate, and the importance of that body has followed suit.
But elections are top priority for the Student
Senate this spring. Agendas must be pushed to
the side and plans must be held up or changed.
Students need more time to petition for and listen to candidate In the spring senate elections.
The members of the senate are spokespeople for the university and the jorns administration has increased the Importance of that role.
Already, the new president has put more
responsibility in the hands of the members by
going directly to the body and asking them to
vote on fee increases students would usually
have no say in.
Members are now taking their messages to
the campus, with the senate's new Cultural
Awareness Roundtable.
Through all this. the election time schedule
has kept its unimportant status. The senate has
been keeping election time short to avoid students getting an overdose of election material.
This is not only self defeating but it borders on
being unconstitutional.
But the less time taken in the election the
more the students are given a raw deal. It will
take at least a week for students to get accustomed to the campaigning. In the current structure, that would leave only two days of real
campaigning.
If election chairman Jody Stone wants to follow the rest of the senate in its dimb toward
importance, he will move to lengthen its campaign time.

ScfioOl speeCh at the crossroads
A year ago this week, the I I th
Orcuit Court of Appeals delivered
a ruling on academic freedom
which granted university administrations in Georgia, Florida and
Alabama authority to regulate all
faculty activity In the dassroom.
Historically, administrations
have a certain amount of control
over what Is said In their classrooms. If It weren't for that power,
a physics professor could teach Chris
poetry for a health course.
Sondheim
But what started with one student's complaint to a department chairman grew Into a
precedentlal legal case that has professors and students
In the deep South understandably nervous about what
topics are "safe" for classroom discussion.
It Is another example of the perennial battle between
the constitutional guarantees of free speech and freedom of religion.
ln his case against the University of Alabama, physiology professor Dr. Phllllp Bishop maintained his First
Amendment rights were violated when his department
sent him a memo ordering him to stop Interjecting his
Christian faith Into lectures.
Yet at least one student penned a complaint contending the school had a Mduty"' to impose the limitation under the no-establishment clause of the 14th
Amendment. Testimony. however, stated that Bishop
spent no more than flve minutes a semester on subjects relating to his religion.
A district court ruled In Bishop's favor. The university
appealed, opposed to the ruling that said, MFaculty
members are at liberty to divulge personal views in the
classroom as long as they are not disruptive of classroom activities."
The federal Supreme Court left that decision stand.Ing recently when It denied an appeal from a lower

court.
Bishop probably overreacted when he filed suit over
one memo. And the student could have exercised a little more tolerance If the flve-mlnute flgure is accurate.
But flve minutes Is still more than enough time for a
speaker to draw flre, especially on a subject as broad
and hot-to-handle as religion.
Certainly If a professor's syllabus Is pervaded by
evangelism, students have a reason to wonder where
their tuition checks are going. Universities have an obligation under the Constitution to protect students from
exposure to religious doctr1ne In the classroom when It
Isn't relevant to the discipline under study.
The appellate court's ruling directly affects only the
11th Circuit - Georgia, Florida and Alabama - but it
does set a precedent. Legal experts are saying that
most university administrators will hesitate to cite the
ruling spedflcally.
The professors who have touched me the deepest,
whose Intellect and character earned my reverence,
haven't done so with any textbook.
Some of their Inspiration for me came from references to their private lives, that sense that they are role
models who command respect from decades of study
and experience throughout an accomplished life.
Religion, for many, Is a fundamental part of that. I
fear the day educators on the college level muzzle their
remarks, afraid one student or a handful wlU decide to
be insulted.
Few people Influence opinions more profoundly than
teachers. Countless times, a professor has legitimized
for me a position I would have discounted or completely changed my mind.
I don't want them to be so focused on an academic
point to avoid offering some of their personal insight or
feelings, even if that Includes a smattering of faith.

- Chris Sundhelm is news editor and a regular
columnist forThe Dally Eastern News.
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TODAY'S
' ' While the law (of competition) may be sometimes
Quon hard for the individu~ it is
--...-----best for the race.
Andrew Carnegie

Your turn
the American revolutionaries, they

Irish holiday
.
more meaning

too defeated the oppressive colon-

than drinking
Dear editor:
This Wednesday, as we dress ourselves In green garb and float freely
from bar to bar sharing beer after
beer, I simply want to remind people
that there is much more to being
Irish than the picture we saw Don
O'Brien paint of a drunken, glorified
leprechaun in The News on Feb. 18.
First of all, let's remember how
vital the Irish people have been
throughout history. For Instance, in
the period of history we call the Dark
Ages, the Irish monasteries were
almost solely responsible for the continuance of education In a time when
the civilized world faced brutal
attacks from the barbarous tribes like
the Goths and the Visigoths. Imagine
where we might be had this not
been the case.
Then there were the gallant members of Sinn Fein who. under the
courageous direction of Eamon de
Valera. fought valiantly and tirelessly
against the Imperialist hand of the
British. Following In the footsteps of

.

.

.

ists and achieved freedom for the
south of Ireland in 1918. Upon their
arrival to the states, the Irish people
experienced prejudice and hatred,
often reading in employment ads
that ' Irish need not apply." In spite of
it all, they put aside their differences
and fought for the Union North In the
Irish regiments during the Civil War
for a cause that was noble and righteous.
Overcoming the many troubles
Irish Immigrants faced in this country,
they served their country not only on
the battlefield, but also as courageous police officers, diligent railroad workers. and were even elected to many government positions
that have been Integral to our nation.
Perhaps most notably was the electton of JFK who. despite numerous
attacks during his campaign by his
opponents for being Irish Catholic,
went on to become our nation's
voungest president.
On a grander scale, let's not forget
such wonderful artists as Lady
Gregory. James Joyce. William Butler
Yeats, and Power O 'Malley all of
whom have shared their wonderful
artistic gifts with the world. And lastly, let us remember St. Patrick, the

man In whose name we celebrate
this wonderful day. It was he who
was responsible for Christianizing
Ireland and was his influence that has
helped make Ireland the warm and
wonderful place that it is.
But as we drink that last drop of
green beer this Wednesday. please
remember that despite all of the
wonderful contributions the Irish
have made to the Western World,
there are people like Don 0 Brien,
who remain slaves to the notion that
the Irish (In this case his own ancestors) are nothing but a bunch of
drunken louts.
Furthermore, there are people
who remain slaves to the English In
the six counties of Ulster In Northern
Ireland and die for the sake of their
country and religion as the English
deem them unfit to rule themselves.
And long after St. Patricks Day has
come and gone, most of all I beg
that you remember that we too have
a cultural heritage that needs to be
recognized on this campus. We too
have a history and heritage that
extends far deeper than the stereotypes society has given to us and It Is
up to all of us to become educated
so we can rid ourselves of these misguided notions.
TomMcGndl
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hurch's tactics evaluated
Editor's note: This is the third in a
part series of articles focusing
on the tactics of cults and their
effect on society and individuals.
On Friday an additional article
will be run dealing with current
:1ft111bers experiences.
., LAURA DURNELL
$&If writer
For two months Amy Phillips,
Ill Eastern junior, said she found
lier life slowly becoming con1lolled.
Phillips was once a member of
lbe Otampaign Church of Christ, a
ting of the Boston Church of
Christ. The Boston Church of
Oirist has been criticized by mainlllream religious groups and media
ct using cult-like tactics to increase
bership. She became involved
with the church during the beginling of the 1992 spring semester.
Phillips is a textbook case of
ll>w an individual can be persuaded into joining a group what
an Catholic Center Director
lloy Lanham calls "a destructive
ldigious group." At the point she
was approached about joining the
h, Phillips said she was feel1118 the pressures of everyday life
piling up on her.
"Basically I studied, worked and
llad my boyfriend. That was my
whole life. At the time I was hav118 roommate problems, I was hav1118 boyfriend problems," Phillips
ecalled. "Everything was just
t.lling down at once."
Phillips learned about the
Oiampaign Church of Christ from
friends of hers who were involved
with the church. Some of whom
were friends of hers long before
they joined the Champaign Church

.Christ.
Her first encounter with many of

1he members was during a study
le$ion where passages of the Bible
'WCJe discussed. The meeting was
ski in the lobby of Weller Hall.
Nick Falsetta. a Weller Hall resident assistant, said that Weller's
hall counselor last year, Janet
Aubuchon, talked to Eastern 's
llousing Office about having the
Weller study group meetings held
by the members of the Champaign
Crurch of Christ stopped

The meetings in Weller's lobby
stopped sometime during the 1992
spring semester.
At first Phillips did not think
twice about the meetings or the
people she was starting to become
involved with.
Welcome and wanted was how
Phillips said she felt when she first
became involved with the Champaign Church of Christ She faced a
lot of physical contact with church
members such as hugging and
recalls being given a Bible as a gift
by some of the church members.
Inside the Bible were written
encouraging words stating that she
was "great," "fantastic" and that
members of the church would
always be there for her.
Yet while Phillips said she
thought she was gaining a whole
new group of friends, she was also
starting to lose the friends outside
of th e Champaign Church of
Christ.
Steady friendships that Phillips
once though would be pennanently
grounded began deteriorating. She
also found that people who knew
her only by name and face started
prejudging her because she had
decided to join the church.
A few weeks after becoming
involved Phillips was baptized into
the church. She said she was bothered by the fact that the baptism
was not held in front of the church,
but instead was in the minister's
basement with only a few membetS
from her study group present.
"I think that is something which
is supposed to be done in front of
the church; I felt it should have
been done," Phillips said, adding
that members of the church persuaded her into "getting it done
right then and there."
Lanham said baptism is not
something negative. However, he
does believe that it is a hasty move
for an individual to be baptized into
a church within a matter of weeks.
Becoming involved with a religion
is a process that Lanham said
should be gradual and thought
about carefully over a period of
time.
Phillips does not belong to any
religious denomination and said
despite her baptism into the
Champaign Church of Christ she

does not consider that baptism as
designating her any particular religion.
As time progressed Phillips
slowly began to realize lhe pressure
others in the group were facing
from the church and pressure she
was starting to face. One night she
had decided to go to Thirsty 's, but a
member of the church tried to prevent her from going out by confronting her.
"She asked me why I was going
out and then asked, 'If Jesus was
here on earth today would he have
wanted to go out?'" Phillips said.
"She tried to make me feel like it
was totally wrong to go out"
Phillips went out despite the confrontation but said she was later
made to feel guilty about her decision. When she went to church that
Sunday the minister's wife asked
her about going to Thirsty's a few
nights earlier.
Church members discussion of
her decision to go to Thirsty's
became a "chain of reaction." To
this day Phillips does not feel she
was doing anything wrong by
going out since she had control of
herself and the situation.
She never got to the point of
having a notebook in w hich Phillips said members were required
to write down their sins and activities. She was given a book, but
never wrote anything in it
"That little book was your conscience," Phillips said.
Phillips said she went to church
only a handful of times because she
had to work. But the other six days
of lhe week an activity regarding
the church or church members was
always planned.
"Whenever I did something outside the church I had to tell them
what I did and why I did it,"
Phillips said. "I'd have to tell them
where I was going to be, when I
was going to be back and why I
was going. I don't even have to do
that with my mom."
While still involved with the
group, Phillips was thinking about
leaving even though she did not
know bow to go about it. She said
she finally decided to leave after
many members of the church were
interfering with her personal life
and personal decisions.
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Q. Why did Grandma put wheels

on her rocking chair?
A. She wanted to rock and roll
~
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Suzanne
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• Heritage Apts
• 4th & Buchanan
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LARGE APARTMENTS

v

2 Bedroom Townhouses
For 3 & 4 People
1 Bedrooms for
1 or 2 people!
9 or 12 month leases
to fit you !

T

_ _, ............ : .... ,... .... r....r.....

,.I most units have gas heat

24 hr. Maintenance
3 laundry facilities

Garbage disposals

Youngstown Apartments
345-2363

UB Human Potential Presents

"AnEveningWithMaya

Angelou

Students w/ID $~,General Public $61!!2
--Tickets on Sale at Union Ticket Office
March 11-18 9a.m.-4p.m.
Sat March 13 12p.m.- 4p.m.
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Irish Eyes Are Smiling

Mother's
...
our annual St. Pats Day Party

• Oldetowne Apts.
• Polk Ave Apts.
• 1420 6th St. Apts.

:
•.

.,.. The papers are in ...
-:
let the p lay time begin.
....
HAPPY ST. PATRICK'S DAY!
•
Love Maggie
~

tot':e
1408 SIXTH STREET 217/345-6533
No"W" L eas i n g For '93-'94
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Thursday, March 18,1993 8PM IN LANTZ GYM

GREEN BEER ON TAP
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- 99¢ Corned Beef on Rye (early)
- Green Beer ($1 50 Pitchers)
- $1 Lite,GD,GD Light St. Pats Longnecks
Red Heads, Get a chance to win a T-shirt

Wednesday, March 17, t 993
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Meal elimination avoids more fees
By ADAM McHUGH
Staff writer
Plans announced for the elimination of weekend meals at the Gregg
Triad and Pemberton dining halls
for next fall semester were made as
an alternative to adding an even
greater hike to the $46 increase in
room and board for students living
in residence halls.
The Housing Budget Committee, a panel of student representatives, made the decision to close
the cafeterias after monitoring their
attendance for about one year.
"To keep offering what we
already have without an increase,
the committee felt it would be fiscally responsible to close the two
smallest dining halls," said Beverly
Sterling, director of dining services.
Sterling said there were several
consultants to the budget committee who helped make the decision.
"Rather than adding to the
already hefty increase in room and
board, we will be saving money
thac will carry over to next year,"
said Mark Shaklee, associate director of student housing and one of
the committee's consultants.
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The weekend meals being affected by the closing of the two dining
halls are Saturday brunch and dinner and Sunday brunch.
"Gregg (Triad) and Pemberton
are currently drawing under 50 percent attendance at weekend meals,"
Sterling said.
The Gregg Triad dining hall,
which serves residents from Ford,
McKinney and Weller residence
halls, served only 180 students at

last Saturday's dinner, Sterling said.
About 450 students live in the
Gregg Thad.
Last week's Saturday and
Sunday brunches at the Gregg
Triad drew only 174 and 181 students, respectively. Sterling said
this number of students has been
the average attendance the last several months.
Of the 210 residents at
Pemberton, 89 students attended

last Saturday's dinner. Last week's
Saturday and Sunday brunch
served 104 and 98, respectively.
Sterling said she does not expect
the closings to seriously affect residents of the two halls.
"I think this decision will be forgotten in a short period of time
since the students know about it
ahead of time," Sterling said.
Shaldee said the number of students working for Food Service,
which currently totals around 700
workers at the university, will
decrease slightly with the elimination of the weekend meals at the
two dining halls.
"Those most affected by the
closings will probably be incoming
freshmen looking for food service
jobs," Shaklee said. "There just
won't be as many jobs available
this fall."
Sterling said the new meal rotation will make students forget that
the two halls are closing weekend
meals.
Food Service is instituting a sixmenu rotation starting this fall
which will give students a greater
selection to choose from.

SCENT OF A WOMAN (R) 7:15

St. Pat's Day
Specials
Corned Beef
&.Cabbage

Drink Specials
By CHRISTINE STARR
Staff writer
Mayor Wayne Lanman will speak to the
Student Senate at its meeting at 7 p.m.
Wednesday.
The meeting will be held in the ArcolaTuscola room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Luke Neumann, speaker of the senate, said
the senate hopes to have both mayoral candidates, Lanman and Roscoe "Dan., Cougill,

speak about their positions on Charleston's current legal bar entry age and the possibility of
electing a city manager.
Neumann said the senate will also vote on a
resolution that would allow students to vote on
a new $20 student fee. The fee, which would
go toward computer technology, would be
voted on during the April 21 student elections.
The senate's constitution mandates that all
new fees be approved by the student body. The
proposed fee is part of total increase package
of$66.
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$1 50 Long Islands

FLORIDA
Fort Pierce - Saint Lucie County School Board
Jacksonville • Duval County Public Schools
Miami - Dade County Public Schools

$400 Vodka
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GEORGIA
Atlanta - Public Schools
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HAWAII
Honolulu • Hawaii State Department of Education
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Doors open 7 pm with
Z-108 Live Broadcast "8-9 pm"
with Prizes & Giveaways from
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Pizza - Followed by Hot Rockin
Techno & Alternative Music By
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11a.m.-ta.m.

QB

Grand Ballroom - Martin Luther King, Jr., University Union
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

50¢ Drafts

NO COVER!

Kitchen Hours

Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m-9p.m.
Bar Hours

Eastern llllnols University
Wednesday, March 31, 1993

CALIFORNIA
Long Beach - Unified School District

Lemonade Pitchers

• Guinness Stout
•Harp Lager
• Michael Sheas
•Jameson's
Irish Whiskey
• Irish Coffee

Mid-America Teacher Placement pay

ALTERNATIVE
ROCK NITE

•

Neumann said the computer fee is designed
to stay at Eastern, instead of going to the Board
of Governors for general disbursement
During the meeting, the senate will also vote
on the possibility of holding a presentation on
sexual assault, Neumann said. The presentation, which was first conceived by senate member Julia Warren, would be held during the Fall
1993 Panther Preview.
Panther Preview is an orientation program
for new freshman students and transfer students.

I

ILLINOIS
Assumption - Central A&M District 21
Aurora - Aurora West Public School District 129
Bloomington - Public Schools
Carbondale - High School
Carlyle - Unit #1
Carmi - Carmi-White County High School
Carpentersville - Community Unit School District 300
Champaign - Community Unit School District 4
Chicago - Public Schools
Chicago - Peach Corps
Crete - Crete-Monee School District 201-U
Danville - Community Consolidated School District 118
Divernon - Community Unit School District 13
Dwight - Township High School
Earlville - Community Unit District 9
Elgin - School District U-46
Fairfield - Community High School District 225
Flossmoor - School District 161
Franklin Park - Leyden High School District 212
Freeport - School District 145
Gilman - Ford-Iroquois Special Education Association
Harvey-West Harvey/Dixmoor School District 147
Itasca - Children's World Leaming Centers
Joliet - Illinois Department of Correction • School District 428
Kankakee - Area Special Education Cooperative
Kankakee - School District 111
Marshall - Community Unit C-2
Minooka - Community High School
Morris - Grundy County Special Education Cooperative
Mt. Veronon - City School District 80
North Chicago - Community Unit School District 187

Oak Lawn - Community High School District 218
Orland Park - Orland School District 135
Orland Park - Consolidated High School District 230
Paris - Edgar County Unit 4
Park Forest - Park Forest - Chicago Heights District 163
Park Ridge - Maine Township High School District 207
Pawnee - Pawnee Community Unit School District 11
Peoria - Public Schools
Seneca - High School
Skokie - Niles Township High School District 219
Springfield - Sagamon Area Special Education
Ste Marie - South Eastern Special Education
Sterling Community Unit School District 5
Streator - LaSalle County Education Alliance Special
Education
Summit - School District 217
Tuscola • Community School District 301
Watseka - Iroquois County Community School District 9
MISSOURI
Clayton • School District of Clayton
Florissant - Hazelwood School District
St. Louis • Special School District of St. Louis County
NORTH CAROLINA
Fayetteville - Cumberland County Schools
Raleigh - Wake County Public Schools
OHIO
Columbus - Public Schools
SOUTH CAROLINA
Aiken - County Public Schools
Charleston - County School District
Georgetown - County Schpp;s
TEXAS
Alief - Independent School District
El Paso - Independent School District
Fort Worth - Independent School District
Houston - Aldine Independent School District
Killeen - Independent School District
San Antonio - Northside Independent School District
VIRGINIA
Chesterfield - Public Schools
WISCONSIN
Madison • Metropolitan School District
Milwaukee - Metropolitan Milwaukee Public Schools

Sponsored by the Career Planning and Placement Center - For additional information, call 581-2412 or
come to the Student Services Building
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Four sentenced in rape
~EWARK. N.J. (AP) - A jury
con\ 1cted three young men
Tuesday of raping a mentally
retarded teen-ager. ruling she
was incapable of giving informed
consent to sex. A fourth defendant was convicted of a lesser
charge.
After a five-month trial and
eight days of tense deliberations.
the jury found that Christopher
Archer and fraternal twins Kevin
and Kyle Scherzer sexually
assaulted the girl, who has an IQ
of 64 and the social skills of an
8-year-old.
The three inserted a broom,
baseball bat and stick into the
young woman's vagina.
The defendants had maintained that she instigated the sex
ICtS.

The verdict creates ground
rules for future cases involving
the mentally retarded, said
Deborah Denno, a law professor
at Fordham University and specialist in rape Jaw.
"This was a very difficult case
and now it's on the books to be
made clear that people who
engage in sex with mentally
defective people proceed at their
peril.'' Denno said.
The incident occurred March
I. 1989. in the basement of the
Scherzer home in the affluent
New York suburb of Glen Ridge.
The young woman was 17 then;
the four defendants were high
school football teammates.
Archer, 21, and the Scherzers,
22. were convicted of firstdegree aggravated sexual assault
involving force or coercion.
The jury also convicted Archer
and Kevin Scherzer of a second

Sexual abuse seminar
to discuss surviving
By BRIAN HUCHEL

Pendergast ~rud She srud a sur..
vivor's significant other plays
a large role in helping him or

Staff wnter

Adull:. who were sexually
abused as children will be the
topic of a seminar by Char·

teston"'s Sexual Assault Co*
unseUttg. ,~~\ lt'Oformation
S~rvice lit flOOl\. W«tnesday in

the Arc<>I~ R®~ ft{. the Martln
Luthet King, Jt, University
Union;
"The Co~e t<> Heal" will

be hQsled hv Althea Pendergast, dire<:-tor of children~s
services for the information
service. lt is expected to last
one hour.
"The seminar will deal with
is ues relating to the ~un.ivors
of i;exual child abuse and
assault." Pendergast said. '' I
aho plan on talking about the
healing process the sur\Jivors

of sexual child abuse and
assault must go lhr-0ugh in
order to £'0~."
But mere is more to sexual
child abuse and ass11ult than

just bclping t,P~ survivor.

identical count, saying they
should have known the woman
was mentally defective.
The jury found Bryant Grober,
21, guilty only of a third-degree
count of conspiracy, and acquitted him of eight other charges.
The panel acquitted Kyle
Scherzer of three counts of
aggravated sexual assault. and

her.

"A fnend cannot tell a survtVor of exual abuse to •put it
behind tltem ·," Pendergut
·aid. "They must support the
survivor and help te> point them
m the right direction for recov..
ery.''
Pendergast said the amount
Qf people who ha' e been sexu·
ally abused is larger than many
people think
• Statjstics show the number

SEAR.CH NO MORE
The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus
Now Leasing

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
St James flace

• 1,2 &.3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A. C.
• Dishwasher
• Microwaves
·Balconies

(1905) s. 12th St.)
• 1& 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished
• A.C.
• Newly Remodeled
•Laundry & Parking

Still Available For Fall
Call Anytime 348-14 79 For Appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30-5:30 p.m. - M - F

of people who have been se~u
all y abused 1s high " Pendergast aid. According to
recent figures. one out of every
three women and one out of
every six men are !O>exua!Jy
abused before they mm 18, she
said.

1/3 OFF
Complete
Glasses

Pendergast has worked an
the field of sexual child abuse

Frames and lenses.

'WI

and as:sault for 12 years, She
has presented her seminnrs
around the country 11s well ~
locally.

Archer and Kevin Scherzer on
two of those counts.
Central to the case was the
prosecution's claim that the
young woman lacked the capacity to understand her actions.
Defense attorneys contended that
the young woman wasn't mentally retarded and that she consented to all of the sexual acts.
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Choose from such l•mous names.
Av•nte Garde, Benetton, ByBtos.
Caul, Charlie Ch•phn, Cote
d'Aiure, EnVue, Gucci, L'Amy,
~1 aonl, Nona Ricci, Swank and
many more.

~
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Free \:

scc:!~~119
P uy one pair of tinted or
clear soft contacts with
an exam and get a
SPARE PAIR of our
Standard Clear soft
lenses... FREE.

+

on CR·39
Lenaeal

f~~

lasses
&

Contacts

CALL 345-5100
235-0300
From Mettoon

2 Block• EHt of Old Main
904 E. Lincoln, CharlHton

Dr. Steven H. Lane 0 .0 .

FRIENDS &. CO.

~!\::~RICK'S

TH I Rs TV Is

"WHERE ST. PATRICK'S DAY IS A TRADITION 11
- PRESENTS-

OUR ANNUAL GIGANTIC ST. PATRICK'S DAY BASH!

•GREEN BEER!!!
• THIRSTY'S TRADITIONAL LITER (32 OZ.) MUGS
(FREE WHEN YOU COME IN THE DOOR)
• ST. PATRICK'S DAY LONGNECKS: 5 BOTTLES &
A BUCKET $5.00
• CONTESTS BEST LEPRECHAUN - MALE/FEMALE
BEST RED HEADS - MALE/FEMALE
CASH & PRIZES - CONTEST TIME 10:30 P.M.

•FREE HOT DOGS - 11 :30 A.M.-1 :00 P.M.
• DOORS OPEN 11 :00 A.M.

"IF YOU WERE HERE LAST YEAR YOU KNOW, IF YOU WEREN'T, DON'T MISS OUT THIS YEAR!"
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ADWRTISING

FREE Battery and electrical test.
FREE installation. Battery
Specialists. 1519 Madison Ave.
Charleston 345-VOLT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca MWF/00
WHY PAY BIG CITY AUTO
RATES? or why risk your apartment being robbed while on
spring break with no renter's cov·
erage? Call BILL HALL Insurance
now 345-7023.
3119

l'OUCY
The Dally Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day·s Incorrect Insertion. Report errors
Immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad wlll appear In
the next edition.
All clas.slHed advertising
MUST meet the 2 p . m.
d eadllne to appear In the
next day's publlcatlon. Any
ads processed AfTU 2 p.m.
will be published In the following day's newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
AfTU the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classlfled ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be bllled.
All Advertising submitted
ti') The Daily
News Is
subject to approval and may
be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Dally Eastern News
assumes no llablllty If for any
reason It becomes necessaiy
to omit an adve.rtlsement.

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND Party
with the Bestll Hotels or
Condos with Party/Activity
Package off beach start at $17
Per
Person/Per
Night,
Sunchase and Saida units
starting at $24 Per Person/Per
Night. Taxes not included. 1800-845-6766

Up to five sublessors needed for
summer in Royal Heights. Call for
more information 345-9535.
Leave
a message
___
_ _ _please.
_ _ _.3119

Wanted: Female mud wrestling
teams for fun competition. Cash
prizes. Must be 21 to enter. If
interested call 235-4743.
---------~19
Wanted: Males for best buns contest. Cash prizes. Lots of fun.
Must be 21 to enter. Call 235·
4743 if interested.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3119

SUMMER SUBLESSOR: 1
female to share nice apt. air,
cable, washer/dryer, all utilities
included with rent except electrici·
ty, rent neg. 348-0329.
,,,-.---,.-,-----·~19
Female sublessors needed intersession/summer for Royal
Heights Apartment. Rent negotiable, call Sue/Janice, 348-5329
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:3118

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING:
Eam $2,000+/month + wor1d travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc) Holiday, Summer
and Career employment available. No experience necessary.
For employment program call 1·
206-634-0468 ext. C5738

Nice, close to campus, furnished
houses for 93-94 school year.
Two people per bedroom, 10 1/2
mo. lease, $175/mo., 345-3148.
Evenings.

----~----~517

24 W. Buchanan. Aldo Roma
Apts. 1 bedroom apartments for 1
or 2 persons. Utiflties included. 11
112 mos. lease. $325 tor 1 person
or $185 each for 2 penions. Call
Jan or Charlotte 345-2113. Eads
Realty

wtem

DIRlCTORY
Su\llCl.S Om.am
fiAvu
TllAINING/SatooLs
Hu.PWANTtD
WANTtD

CAMP COUNSELORS wanted
for private Michigan boys/girls
summer camps. Teach: swim·
ming, canoeing, archery, tennis,
golf, gymnastics, riflery, archery,
tennis, golf, sports, computers,
camping. crafts, dramatics, OR
riding. Also kitchen, office,
maintenance. Salary $1100 or
more plus R&B. Dayna Glasson.
1765 Maple, Nfld .. IL 60093.
708-446-2444.

Looking for a female roommate
for Fall 93. Extremely reasonable
and only a block from campus.
Please call 5162 or 5161 to leave
a message.

GREEKS & CLUBS

This Is NO T LSAT review

RAISE A COOL

ADomoN

$1 ,000

~!!A.!P1'P

RmlS/lllDUS

IN JUST ONE WEEK!

Get the leading edge

ROOMMAns
5u81Essoa5

PLUS $1,000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!

Foa 1tE.Nr
Foa SAU

No obligation. No Cost.
You also get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
just for calling

losT &.. FOUND
ANNouNClMEM"S

o:~~

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D

PleaH Note: Campus Chps are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY tar
any NON-PROFIT event, I.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be llDo
mitted to The Daily Eastem News office by NOON one bualneu dlf
before the date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for
Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Weclneldlllt
(Thursday iS the deadline for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.)
submitted after dMdllne WILL NOT be publlahed. No clips . .
taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains conftieting ·
will not be published.
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CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLO WSHIP will have Bible Study
Wednesday at 7 p.m. at the Christian Campus House located south of
Lawson Hall. Call 345-6990 for rides or info.
SPECIAL OLYMPICS VOLUNTEERS forms are due on/or before
March 19th before 4:30 p.m. at BB112. Forms may also be picked•
there. Please volunteer.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS ENTRY deadline for indoor soccer, walrball, and team tennis is Wednesday from 2·10 p.m. at the intramurll
desk in the SAC lobby.
THE COUNSELING CENTER Gay & Lesbian support group mMll
weekly. Call Bud Sanders (581-3413) at the Counseling Center for
information.
SIGMA ALPHA IOTA St. Patrick's Day Breakfast will be Wednesday
from 7-8:30 a.m. in FAM 013. Don't forget to wear green.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate Mass Wednesday at t
p.m. at the Newman Chapel. A special St. Pat's social following.
WESLEY FOUNDATION HAS a informal, student-led communlan
Service every Wednesday night in the chapel of the Wesley Uni91d
Metho<flSI Church. Everyone is invited.
JR. IFC MEETING will be Wednesday at 6 p.m. in the Greenup room In
Union. Each fraternity must have at least 2 members present or firm
will be given.
PRSSA WILL HAVE a meeting Wednesday at 6 p.m. in the KmwM
room in the Union. Come on out and vote for next year's execullwl
staff, or run for a position for yourself. Will be a short meeting."'notice time change.
A.C.E.L WILL HAVE a meeting at 5 p.m. in Coleman Hall Audiloriln.
The topic will be student teachers. Portfolios will be sold at the meellng.
SIGMA RHO EPSILON will have a meeting 5:30 p.m. for officers llld
5:45 for members In BB 108. This is a mandatory meeting for II
pledges.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have activities night Wednesday at 7
p.m. in Lentz Gym, North Balcony. Wear Green.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a Date Dash Wednesday. Localld
TBA. Find a date and head on down.
IRISH CULTURAL FOUNDATION will have a meeting Wednesday II
5:30 p.m. in Stix. All are welcome to attend.
PHI GAMMA NU will have a executive meeting Wednesday at 6 p.m.111
Coleman 102.
HAITI CONNECTION WILL have a meeting Wednesday at 5-6 p.m. 111
the Newman Catholic Center. Come find out what we're about. Plllll
for mugs to rugs are in the works.
ZOOLOGY CLUB WILL have a meeting Wednesday at 7 p.m. In La
201. Presenting Eastern's own Dr. Kip McGlllard speaking on
•Respiratory Disorders In the Newborn." All welcome, free kool-aid 11111
cookies.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP Choir will have Bible StudJ
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in Lantz.
GREEK WEEK MONEY-MAKING meeting will be Wednesday at 7 p.m.
in the Neoga room
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. BALCONIES. AIR. NINE
TH LEASE, FROM $160
PERSON. APPOINTMENT.

--....,--=~caMWF3!19
n only - Fall & Spring,
per mo. & Utilrties. Int. &
- Special Rates Call Pat
(708) 789·3772.
__,3117
leasing large 3 bedroom
nts for summer & 93-94
year. Call 345-3664
3129
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tor 3-4 persons. Call 3453118
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M~T~O~WNGREAT FOR 3-4 PE0-

9 MONTH LEASE. FUR0, BASIC CABLE PAID.
~HER , AND GARBAGE

SAL. CALL YOUNGS, 345-2363.

TV-Quasar 25• console-$175.
Stereo: receiver, tumtable, speakers-$75. 1981 Chevrolet Malibu
station wagon $750. Trade for?
345-4426

- -----------'517

Man's silver/gold wedding ringS 150. Man' s silver Bulova
Accutron watch $225. Woman's
lull length fur coat-$100. Trade
for? 345-4426

- -- - - - -

517

STEROID
ALTEANATIVESCYBERGENICS, ICOPRO, HOT
STUFF, TWIN LABS, WEIDER,
UNIVERSAL. DIET AIDS, STIMULANTS . FREE CATALOG .
PHYSICAL ATIRACTIONS . 1800-397-4
_ _ _ 777.
_ _ __ _ _3129
FREE-STANDING LOFT FIT
ANY DORM ROOM . $80 OBO
345-4719
--------~3118
FOR SALE: SEGA GENESIS 2
GAMES $110.00. 348-1831
3117
Microwave for sale: $40; single
cassette w/AM/FM radio "Box" for
sale $15. 581-3434
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,3118
Large one topping pizza only
$5.50. 348-1626. Just Ask!

, 1036, 2ND WASHERR, GARAGE, CLOSE TO
S. CALL 348-5032

412

==R-::ON::-::-:LY
,.,.,-::3--::5-::B="E::":D~R=ooM

S: 180611TH. 1036 2ND,
, $500/600 SUMMER.
348-5032

_____3117
~
Ls=-=F"='o-=A--=N
c:-E.W APART• CALL FOR DETAILS.
FOR JIM. 345-1556

~--.,......,.-,--,c-=-----'3119

apt. behind Boatman's
Need 3 students. Newly
. $150.00 per mo. 3483117

"'M.,.,....,,P'""A""'o=
PE=:A:-:TY
::-:-C~HA
~
RLES2 & 3 BA . UPSTAIRS
2 BR. HOUSES AND (1)
IENCY APT LEASE &
IT REQUIRED! PHONE
11, AFTER 5:30 345-9462
FOR LARRY
_ _ _3119
quiet spacious older home
er. fall and spring 1993.
, non-smoker $250/mo.
.. . 345-2014

TAUS: Congratulabons to all AST
outstanding award winners from
Parents Weekend. Tau love, your
sisters
____ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ .3117
Domino's Pizza: Just Ask Special, Large one topping $5.50.
348-1626
_ _ _.3118
SIGMA CHIS: HAVE A HAPPY
ST. PATTY'S DAY AND A GREAT
SPRING BAEAKll YOU GUYS
ARE THE BEST! LOVE, LARA

--------~·3117

MELANIE BLUM , KRISTIE
KAHLES, KRISTIN NIELSEN &
ANNE SCHMELTZER: Congratulations on your Homecoming CoChairs!I We're gonna m iss your
pomping skills' Love your ASA
sisters
- , . . - - - - - - - - - - -3117
Lori Sloan of AST. Congratulations on being the most outstanding freshman member of the
Alpha Gamma Pledge Class. Tau
Love, Your Sisters
_ _ _ _ _ __ _3117
Domino's Pizza Killer Deal-Large
one topping pizza, only $5.50.
348-1626. Just Ask

- - - - - - ----'3118
FENDER SQUIRE electric guitar
(like new); a lso new crate amp
(new used). Will not split. Both
$500. Shafer's 345-6181
_ _ _ _ _ca3116-18,29-31

Poohbear-Oh ••• I mean Amy,
Happy 20th Birthday! Tonight we
end "The Habit.• Luv ya hun,

lost &. fOUND-

Kimbo
--------~·3117

--- _ _517

~.3:-::B~Ec=:DAOOM HOUSES:

Subway of Charleston offers
Daily Special: Any 6" sub, drink,
chips-$3.49.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3117

Found single key In Eastern
parking lot across from Wesley
Methodist Church. Claim at Student Publications office, 127 Buzzard

,,,..----,,.------~3118

Found: Set of Dodge car keys
near Carman Hall . To claim ,
come to Student Publications
business office in Buzzard.

--------~·3118

Amy Miiier of AST, Congratulations on being the most outstanding sophomore member of Alpha
Alpha pledge class. Tau love,
your sisters
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _3117
SIGMA CHIS: Can't wait to see
you tonight at the St. Patrick's
Day Funcbonl!I Love, the SIGMA
KAPPAS
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _31.17
Kristie Clarke of AST, Congratulations, the highest GPA. Your sis·
ters are proud of you!

==-=----~----------=-3117

FUND RAISER: We're looking for
a top fraternity, sorority, or student organization that would like
to make $500 - $1 ,500 for one
week marketing project right on
campus. Must be organized and
hard working . Call 1-800-5922121 ext. 308.
_ _ _ _ ___;C8315,31 , 419
15 TANS FOR $30. FIT FOR
LIFE 345-1556, 618 JACKSON
AVE. ON THE TOWN SQUARE.
-3119
Shea Parry of AST, Congratulations, most Improved GPA! Keep
up the great workl
- -- - - - - _ _ _3117
DON'T MISS OUT. Sign up now
for SPORTS and the MEDIA.
JOU 3950: special Topics to be
offered 8-10 a .m . in 5 week summer session . Call #;1581 . lnstructor: Howard Priee

ZIPPITY DO DA, ZIPPITY DAY,
ORDER JOEY'S A N D DON'T
DELAY. SPRING BREAK IS
ONLY A FEW DAYS AWAY, Z IPPITY DO DA, ZIPPITY DAVI
JOEY'S 345-2466
3119
T
~H
--E_
W
_O
__
M~
EN_O
___
F _ A_.
LPHA
GAMMA DELTA: I HOPE ALL OF
YOU HAVE A GREAT TIME
OVER SPRING BREAK. I'll BE
LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEi NG YOU WHEN WE GET
BACK MISS YA LOVE WILLY
-3117
Haley Ghears'. Congratulations
on being Ini t iated into Mortar
Board Honor Society, Your ASA
sisters are very proud of you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __c3117

& Dan
Cody: Congrats on being elected to
Delta Tau Delta Exec. Board. Have
a great year! We'D have to do lunch
soon! Tau love & ITWl8, Cindi

Torn Biewald, John Clcela

lvin and Hobbes
~O'+I.

i\.\EQ.E ~\J'51 B£.
Of AN\~~ SPECIES,
<:$ All OF n.1£.V\, ONL't
~') 'flt.AA Cl011\£S .

SM~l>S

Debbie Hindman of AAST, Congratulations on being the most
outstanding junior member of the
Alpha Beta pledge class. Tau
love, your sisters
_ __ _ __ _ __ 3117
DENA DECATUR: Goodbye Zeta
Beta Drive, Hello WHITE SANDS.
I'm so excited to party w / my
bestest buddy! Remember: single, drunk, and homyl It's the last
spring break, so let's make it the
bestl Love, Kristi

--~ 3117
Carrie Dunham We have to get
together over break! It may not be
Panama, but Central Illinois will
have to dol Tau love & mine,
Cindi
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __c3117
Lara Callanan and Aimee Hoyt of
Alpha Sigma Tau: You both did a
fantastic job with Parents Weekend.
Tau
your
__
_love,
__
_sisters
_ __c3117
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Panhellenlc Natural Ties Mtg.
4:30 p.m. In the Greenup Rm.
Today.

DEANA ANATONELLI : Congratulations on being chosen as the
PIKE DREAMGIRLJll Love, your
SIGMA KAPPA SISTERS
_ _ __ _ __ 31.17

--------~3117

TO THE M EN OF DELTA TAU
DELTA: I HOPE YOU ALL HAVE
A GREAT ST. PATTY' S DAVI
LOVE, ALICIA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3117

Tracy Bylut: Thanks for all your
help ! I wouldn't have made It
without youl Long live M r.
Rogers! Tau love & mine, Cindi
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3117

Poncho: Thanks for everything
this past week. I'm so glad you
are my best friend! Pecan Pie
Love, Cisco

JON I LAMB: Happy 19th birthday.
Don't have too much fun at U of I
without me. Love your roomie,
Kristin
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __c3117

--------~·3/17

Dells, date dash tonight at My
Place. Get a date and come in
green.

ATTENTION Students who
received a LEADERSHIP SURVEY. Please be sure to return It
before Spring Break. THANKSHappy
St._
Patrick's
Day! _3117
_ _ __
_ __

--~------'3117

RE-ELECT
BILL
HALL
CHARLESTON
TOWNSHIP
CLERK.

DEANA ANTONELLI : Congratulations on becoming Pike Sweetheart. They could not have picked
a better person. Sig Kap love,
Your Birdhouse Buddies
3117
SARAH BAUM: Congrats on getting Sig Pi Sweetheart you beautiful classy woman! I'm so happy
for ya! Alpha Garn luv, Ang
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3117
ANGELA KNOTTS : THANKS
FOR BEING THE BEST CHEERLEADING PARTNER. I WILL
MISS
THROWING
YOU
AROUND LOVE DAN
-3117
Lonely? Cali Tele-Mate! Dating
service f or all ages. $1 O first
month, free recorded message
gives details. 234-4166
~,-.,,.....,.---ca3117-19. 30-31
Kelly Behems of AST; Congratulations on winning the Outstanding Senior Award.
3117
C
__
O_
N_
G_
RA
TU
_LA_T~IO~N-S-to-SHANNON PROEFROCK on being
selected as the HOMECOMING
BOOKLET CO-CHAIR!! Love,
your SIGMA KAPPA SISTERS.
-3117
Angela, Congratulations on your
position, your mom and dad are
proud of you. Love Dave and
Anjel
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3117

HAPPY ST. PATRICK'S
DAY TO ALL THE WON DERFUL LADIES OF
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA,

LOVE4

BIL L H ARGETT, HAPPY
2 1"1 SHAKE YOUR SHAMR OCK S! PARTY TON IGHT!
W E LOVE YOUI ANGIE &
MARCI.

~
*if

Gordon Taylor- Have a great
break kiddo! Sig Kap love. Carrie.

----~----·3117

ATIENTION ALL STUDENTS
TOKENS ANNOUNCES NO
LIMIT CHECK CASHING UNTIL
SPRING BREAK. MUST HAVE
TWO IDs. LOOK FOR OUR FILM
PROCESSING
SPECIALS
AFTER BREAK.
3/18
Amy Edwards and JoAnna Metallos of AST, Congratulations, best
mom-daughter GPA award. Tau
love, your sisters.

--------~3117

TAI CELT ST. PATRICKS DAY
BASH TONIGHT ! EVERYONE
WELCOME!

by Bill Watterson
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Wednesday, March 17, 1993

Wright State not
afraid of Indiana
DAYTON, Ohio (AP) - Wright
State Coach Ralph Underhill says
be doesn't mind being the underdog when his Raiders take on No.
I -ranked Indiana in the Midwest
regional of the NCAA tournament
Friday.
"If we win, it would cause the
biggest wake there's ever been,"
Underhill said "It'll be the shock
beard 'round the basketball
world." Indiana, 28-3, earned the
top ranking in The Associated
Press· final college basketball poll
Monday.
The Hoosiers moved up from
No. 2 following North Carolina's
77-75 loss to Georgia Tech m the
Atlantic Coast Conference tournament championship game.
Underhill said he enjoys being
the long shot when his I 6th-seeded
Raiders. 20-9, meet the Hoosiers
in Indianapolis.
"We're better than that (a 16th
seed), and a lot of people know
it," Underhill said. "But we'll
humbly walk in over there and
splay hard I kind of like us being
the United States underdog.
Maybe we can pick up some
fans from the earlier games over
there." Underhill brings a 317-113
record in 15 seasons at Wright
State into the NCAA tournament.
The Raiders won the MidContinent Conference tournament,
capturing their first NCAA
Division I tournament bid in the
process. It is the 10th anniversary
season of Wr ight State's l 983
Division Il championship.
Calbert Cheaney. 6-foot-6 and
averaging 21.9 points and 6.1

1993NCAA

Hot Picks For

Glik's

Springrr
\\bven Shirts

20% Off
Select Group

Show nff mur s1mn~ style with solid and print woven
shirt~ fmm Soutl)coast Krazy Kat . At Last and
other.;. Short slet.•w and slee-.ieless styles in solids,
printli and stripe:; for juniors' and misses'.
rebounds a game. led the Hoosiers
the Big Ten title with a 17-1
record.
Cheaney is joined in the starting
lineup by 6-foot-3 JUnior guard
Damon Bailey. 6-foot-4 senior
guard Greg Graham, 6-foot-5
junior forward Pat Graham and 6foot-8 senior center Man Nover.
Senior forward Btll Edwards
leads Wright State both in points
per game - 25.5 · and rebounds,
9.7.
Edwards is joined in the starting
lineup by 7-foot-O junior center
Mike Nahar, 6-foot-7 freshman
forward Delme Herriman, 6-foot-1
junior guard Andy Holdennan and
6-foot-1 senior guard Mark
Woods.
"They've proven all they've
needed to prove to me- that we're
the champions of the Mid-Continent Conference (tournament) and
we 're in the NCAA tournament,"
Underhill said of his team.
"Indiana's a great team, but that
doesn't mean we have to go in
afraid."
10

Rio"Five Pocket
Denim Jeans

Sale s19
Regularly s24

Juniors' shm fitting basic style aquawash blue denim
jean at a terrific price!

CROSS
COUNTY MALL

Mattoon- Phone 258-8779
Mon.-Sat.,

10-9

Sun .• Noon-5

Sale good through Sunday, March 21
VISA
Cliks Charge
Oisc<mr

MasterCard
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

DIVISION OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS

REC SPORTS SHORTS
Office: Student Recreation Center Lobby

Telephone: 581-2821

ENTRY DEADLINES

TEAMJENNIS

Indoor Soccer (M,W).............. ..• ................ . ..
...
....... .................................. ..•••••••...••••TODAY
Waltyball (M,W)......... .. ................................... _.......................... ...................................................TODAY
Teamtennls (CR) ........................................................................................................................................TODAY
Tennis Doubles (M,W,CR). ......................................
.........................................Friday, March 19

-Co-Rec Teams play Men's and Women's singles. doubles, and Co-Rec Doubles.
- Teams consists of minimum of 4 players with a maximum of 1O players, but must have at least 2 males and 2
females.
-In Teamtennis the scoring is no ad. This means a game IS won by the first team to capture 4 po1nts (15, 30.
40, game or 1, 2.3. game).
-Teams may select to play in a Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday league at 6 p.m.
-Entry deadline Is TODAY
-Play begins Monday, March 29 on the Weller Tennis Courts In case of bad weather, games wlll be played In
the Fieldhouse
"The MANAGER'S MEETING forTeamtenms wm be held on Thursday, March 18 at 8 p.m. m SAC Conference
Room. which i8 located on the second level o4 the SRC. All managers WI attendance wilt r~e an automatic "win' for
their team. BE ON TIME!

INDOOR SOCCER
-Men's and Women's open division.
-Men's and Women's team consist of 5 players with a roster limit of 8. lndlvlduala are limited to one Men'•
and Women'• team.
-Leagues are scheduled for Monday and Wednesday or Tuesday end Thursday evenings. Teams play at 6
and 7 p.m. or 8 and 9 p.m AU leagues filled 'First come-first served•
-Enby deadline is TODAY
··Play begins Monday, March 29 at 6 p.m. on Student Recreation Center Court #5 (enclosed gym).
''The MANAGER'S MEETING for Indoor Soccer Is Thursday. March 18 al 7 p.m. In the Lantz Club Room. All
managers In attendance will recerve an automatic •win' for their team. BE ON TIME!

DATE CHANGE!I
The following dated have been changed for 4 on 4 Volleyball: Entries accepted: Friday, April 16; Entry
Deadline: Friday, Apnl 23; and Play begins: Monday Apnl 25.

WALLYBALL
··Men's and Women's open division.
-Men's and Women's teams consist of 3 players with a roster limit of 6. Individuals may play on more than
one team.
-Games consist of best 2 out of 3 games to 11 points -must win by 2.
-Leagues are scheduled for Monday and Wednesday or Tuesday and Thursday evenings at 7,8, or 9 p.m. All
leagues filled 'First come-First served.•
-Entry deadline is TODAY
-Play begins Monday, March 29 at 7 p.m.
" The MANAGER'S MEETING for Wallyball is Thursday, March 18 at 8 p.m. in the Lantz Club Room. Alt managers in attendance will receive an automatic "win" for their team. BE ON TIME!

TENNIS DOUBLES
-Men's, Women's and Co-Rec Competrtion.
-A 10 point pro-set match with no deuce will be used and the first team to reach 10 po1nts is the winner; must
winby2games.
-Teams may select to play 1n a Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday toumament at 8 p.m. The winners
of each nlghtty toumament advances to the Friday tournament for championship.
-EntJy deadline Is Friday, March 19
-Play begins Monday, March 29 on Lantz Fleldhouse Tennis Courts

SOFTBALL CANCELLATIONS
This Is a reminder that no decision on the cancellation of softball games due to bad weather Is made until
3 p.m. on the day of Iha game. Please do not call the Rec Sports Of'1ce until after 3 p.m. conceming the cancellation of the game. We ask that only team managers call 1n!
Participents in Intramural softball are fort>idden to pal1c or dnva their vehicles or mopeds In the Intramural
fields by order of the University Police Department. Participants may pal1c on the gravel road.

FORFEIT FEES
All team managers who have forlait fees are reminded to pay them as soon as possible. All unpaid
forteit fees will result in a hold placed on the team manager's grades, transcripts, and regjstrati<>n for
Summer of Fall. Make ail checks payable to Eastern Illinois University.

SPRING BREAK HOURS
The SAC will close at 4:30 p.m. on Friday, March 19 and remain closed through Saturday, March
27 due to Spring Break. The SRC will reopen on Sunday, March 28 from 2·10 p.m. Regular hours will
resume on Monday, March 29 at 8 a.m.

HAVE A GREAT SPRING BREAKll

1-------------------------------CANOE RENTALS

Beginning April 1, Individuals may rant can~ not only on weekends but on daily basis during the
Spring and Summer sessions
The cost of rental will be $5.00 per day and a $40.00 deposit Is required. Individuals must show a
validated student 1.0. or Faculty/Staff Membership Recreation card, along with a driver's license.
Canoes can be checked out on a dally basis but they must be returned by 8:30 p.m. that night or by 9
a.m. the following morning. If the equipment room is closed on a weekend. canoes checked out on
Thursday or Friday can only be returned Monday morning by 9 a.m. Checkout hours are between 8
a.m. and 3 p.rn. Late fee Is $5.00 between 9 a.m. and noon, and another $5.00 if returned after noon.
Each subsequent day cost $10.00 in late fees. Individuals should bring help when ranting a canoe
because individuals are responsible for the loading and unloading of canoes. Make checks payable to
Eastern illinois University. Further detail!; Available at the Rec Sportli Office in the SAC Lobby, or call
581-2821.
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smail free Track
o talk with
Raiders
LOS ANGELES (AP) ghib "Rocket" Ismail has
cived permission from
to Argonauts owner Bruce
cNall to talk with the Los
les Raiders about playing in

NA...
"We are going to see what
rest they (the Raiders) may
e." said Bob Woolf, who repnts the Fonner Notre Dame
Ismail, who has played two
in the Canadian Football
and has two more years
aining on his $18 million
t with the Argonauts, was
telected by the Raiders in the
fourth round of the 199 1 NFL
draft. At that time, he already
bad announced his plans to play
.ii Toronto.
Woolf said he met with recently with McNall, who is the
njority owner of the Argonauts
IDli also owns the NHL's Los
-les Kings, and McNall told
lim to explore the possibilities
u Ismail in the NFL.
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• From page I 2
onship meet if there are fi ve full teams, and
there was not. Without a conference meet,
I'm going to have to change my thinking
when recruiting. I'll have to adopt more of 'a
few good men 'philosophy in the future."
Going into the indoor season Moore knew
he could count on his returning conference
champions Scott Touchette, Jim Sledge, Tom
McDonald and Brent Miller, but the rest of
the team was still a question mark.
As the indoor season progressed the
team's youth proved better than expected.
and it's elders led the way in grand fashion,
but they were still not the powerhouse squad
that won both the indoor and outdoor league
crowns last year.
The Panthers had two national qualifiers
in senior Brent Miller and junior Obadiah
Cooper. At the beginning, Miller was the one
who looked to have the greatest chances of
gaining a national berth when he hit the
automatic NCAA standard in the 35-pound
weight throw at the team trials in November.
Cooper, however, was a surprise package
recru ited from California by the football
team . Coach Moore heard a lillle about the
sprinter's talent in the fa ll, and was shown
what kind of talent he stumbled upon when
Cooper broke two Eastern sprint records; one
was a varsity record and the other a fieldhouse best in team's first official meet after
football season was over.
At nationals Cooper placed ninth in the

I' I< I '\ l

• From page 12
forever.
I shall never see my name placed among
these pages of the baseball bible.
I shall never hear the roar of the crowd as
the public address announcer proclaims my
name for my first major league plate appearance.
I shall never feel the glee of the successful
contact of wood on leather against major
league pitching.
And I shall never experience the feel of
major league grass beneath my feet, unless of
course I choose to run across the diamond and
place a kiss upon a player of my choosing,
thus resulting in myself being beaten goofy
by roving bands of souvenir bat-toting ushers
200-meter dash and 10th in the 55, while
Miller was 14th in the weight. Over the
course of the season Cooper broke the 200
school record four times, ending with a time
of 21.13 seconds. The 55 record (a 6.21. set
by Claude Magee in 1984) eluded him all
year, but his 6.23 season-best ranks him second in school history. Miller's best in the
weight (65-feet 6 1/4-inches) ranks second
too, behind his brother Braidy's 1991 mark
of 67-feet 3/4 inch. The Miller bro1hers are
the only Eastern athletes ever to break 60
feet in the weight.
The team was hit hard at mid-season, losing nearly all of its jumpers to injuries or eligibility pr oblems. Bu t many Panthers
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- kind of a Rodney King and the LAPD meet
Morgana the Kissing Bandi1 situation.
But thanks to Francisco Estrada, I may feel
the thrill of accomplishment through him.
Enjoy this fresh baseball season, for it will
always be a part of you. And perhaps on
some bright summer's day, a young player
straight from the minors will step to the plate,
adjust his helmet and strike out on three consecutive pitches because he has no clue in bell
on how to bit a major league curve ball.
But remember his name, for it shall not die.
Because the spirit of baseball is eternal.

- J.A. Winders is features editor and a
guest sports columnist for The Daily Eastern
News
showed dynamic improvement in the distance events.
Touchene's was hot all year, as he won the
majority of his races. But at the end he
ripped off a series of personal-bests with a
8:24.73 in the 3,000 meters for first place at
an Illinois double d ual, a 4: 12.78 mile that
won the TAC championships, and a 14:21.13
5,000 which nearly qualified him for nationals at a last chance meet.
He was not alone, however, as sophomore
Nate Shaffer closed his season with a
4: 16.15 mile at TAC, while freshman Steve
Cunningham, senior Bretl Carlson and
juniors Dave Lewis and Todd Orvis all broke
15:40 in the 5,000.
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UNFORTUNATELY; TIIlS IS WHERE
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TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.
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money you don't send to Washington
very year, a lot of people make a
works even harder for you. Down the
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
road, that can make a dramatic difference
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
A range of allocation choices-from the
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
SRAs not only ease your current taxCREF's variable annuity-all backed
bite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income-especiaUy
by the nation's number one retirement
for the "extras" that your regular pension system .
Why write ofT the chance for a more
and Social Security benefits may not
rewarding retirement? Call today and
cover. Because your contributions are
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
SRAs can help you enjoy many
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the
happy returns.
Bnwjit

"°"' jkn# ,_ tUfot'rwl. °"'_,.SR.A hotliN 1800-842-2733, aa. 8016.

75 years of ensuring the future
for those who shape it !"
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Surprise
efforts
lift young
trackmen

VARSITY
BASEBALL
FIELD

By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer
At the beginning of every track
season, head coach Neil Moore's
two main goals are winning the
conference meet, and qualifying
someone to the national meet.
But this year the Mid-Con left
him without a championship meet
to shoot for. His national champion, two All-Americans, a national
qualifier, and a slew of his other
top performers all left the nest as
well, leaving the veteran coach of
over 20 years with a relatively
young group to work with.
"I worked real hard to save it
(the conference meet)," Moore
said. "It was the meet that we
always looked forward to. But the
Mid-Con only offers a champi-

• Continued on page I I

Field of Streams
Monier Field, Eastern's home baseball field, sits underwater after hecny rainfall on Tuesday, when the Panthers were scheduled to play lllinois.
The cold and wet weather conditions lately ha1•e been responsible for the cancellation ofseveral baseball, softball and tennis competitions.

Daubach goes for last goal Where did you go
Francisco Estrada?

B y JEFF GLADE
Staff writer

For Eastern wrestler Joe
Daubach, it has been a season of
sening goals.
Most of them he has already
reached.
This weekend when Daubach
goes to the NCAA National
Wrestling Championships at Iowa
State University, he goes to meet
his highest goal of the season.
"It's hard to say what I'll do
for sure at Nationals. a lot of that
depends on the draw," said
Daubach. "My goal is just to
relax, wrestle as well as I'm
capable of and give 100 percent
au the time. Then if something
happens, it happens."
After leading the team in wins
with a 33-1 l record, the red-shirt
junior has shown that he can
wrestle with the best in the coun1ry in the 142-pound weight
class. His season is highlighted
so far by a win at the tough
Michigan State Open back on
Jan. 9.
He's already had a taste of
what national tournament action
is like, as he qualified for the
National Junior College Wrestling Tournament two years ago
while attending a Belleville-Area
Community College. His experience there, however, he doesn't
want to repeat.
"1 went to the Nationals in
junior college and J just choked,"
Daubach said. "J got a little too
worried about winning and losing
and dido 't concentrate on the
w restling that got me there. I
don't want that to happen again."
In the two weeks since the
regional , where his third place
finish gave him a national berth
on a wild card selection, he has
stepped up to a practice schedule
averages close to six hours a
. The biggest area of work

It could only have been a bright summer's day in 1971 when Francisco Estrada
strapped on his catching gear for what
would be his first and only major league
game.
The grass that day in New York's Shea
Stadium was most likely the greenest it
has ever been or ever should hope to be.
And the hot dogs, well sure they were still
being made from parts of animals that science has yet to define, but those undiscovered parts probably have never tasted bet-

JEFF CULLER/Staff photographer
Junior wrestler Joe Daubach recovers after his loss to Northern Iowa's
Nate Hartle at the NCAA West Regional at Eastern.

though has come on the mat,
where Daubacb bas worked on
finishing lower body ta.kedownsw hi ch were a problem at the
regional that may have cost him a
chance to wrestle in the championship match.
"At the regional [learned that I
really had some work to do on
finishing my shots," Daubach

said. "In the semi-finals (his one
loss in the tournament to Nate
Hartle of the University of
Northern Iowa) I shot the legs
nine times to his one. The difference was that I couldn't fin ish
once 1 got there. l've concentrated a lot on that, and if I have
managed to get it down. I'm sure
I'll do alright at Nationals."

J.A.

ter.
Winders
For Francisco Estrada of the New York
Mets, this was the peak of all he had
strived to accomplish.
When the sun came up on that, his first major league game day.
his life in baseball had only just begun and he had his whole career
to look forward t<> - it would only last nine innings but hell, it's
Francisco Estrada. We're not exactly talking about Willie
McCovey here.
Through some drastic twist of fate, however. Francisco Estrada
accomplished something that very few of us can ever hope to - he
played major league baseball. And in playing the game, he
transended the bounds of mortality and moved himself into the
realm of the ever-living - for no baseball player dies. they just live
on through bar bets and Jeopardy answeri;.
For throughout time, there has been only one thing left relatively
untouched by the natural progression of the eras. That item is baseball.
Actually, two things remain fairly unchanged, baseball and the
willingness of politicians to accept hookers and gin in exchange
for a favorable vote.
Make that three things. baseball, the willingness of politicians to
accept hookers and gin in exchange for a favorable vote and the
fact that one in the hand is always worth two in the bush.
On that summer's day in 1971, in front of God and a packed
major league stadium, the immortal Francisco Estrada realized a
childhood dream, not only for himself but for all of us.
He combated major league pitching and won by smacking a
crisp single to left field that rang out to the very heavens above us
- so ii wasn't a crisp single, it was more a dribbler to the third base
side that he only beat out because the third baseman ran into the
pitcher chasing after the same ball.
But a hit, it truly was. And a hit, it shall always be.
Just refer to page 898 of the "Baseball Encyclopedia," and there
- between the hallowed names of Duke Esterbrook and Andy
Etchebarren - sits the name Francisco Estrada for all to review.
• Conrinued on page JJ

